Introduction
on systems developed for analysis of complex manage-MYCIN (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1985) was one of the ment problems, in a MYCIN rule-based environment, first expert systems that received substantial attention using CFs. The paper elicits verification tests and conand analysis. MYCIN-like systems form the basis for cerns associated with using CFs. A case study is used most backward chaining expert system shells currently to illustrate and motivate that approach and those conused in developing knowledge-based expert systems. cerns. In so doing, this paper extends and summarizes MYCIN was originally developed to diagnose bacterial the literature of verification of MYCIN-like systems, infections and prescribe treatments for them. The dewith MYCIN certainty factors on the rules, and provides velopment of MYCIN included an "ad hoc" means of examples of the verification issues. This is a critical exrepresenting uncertainty in medical decisions. A "cerercise, since it finds a number of problems in the develtainty factor" (CF, also referred to here as "weight") opment of MYCIN-like systems for complex managewas attached to each rule, and a means of combining ment applications. those CFs across different rules was specified for the This paper is a part of the "empirical" verification medical domain. (MYCIN is discussed in detail below.) and validation literature, that is based on analyzing exThe purpose of this paper is to generate a verification isting systems. Issues of verification only become issues approach for knowledge bases that employ uncertainty when someone uses the systems. In addition, analysis representation. In particular, the focus of this paper is of existing systems provides validation issues that we
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might not anticipate until they occur (e.g.,apparent redundancy in the weights, as discussed below). Accordingly, empirical verification research employs data for empirical analysis where that data (and the systems) come from either practice or the research literature.
This Paper
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides the background, summarizing related work in uncertainty representation and verification, and summarizing the case study in greater detail. Section 3 investigates general characteristics of certainty factors, such as what particular values mean and finds some of the weights make rules effectively "nil." Section 4 analyzes implementations of weights and finds that developers have difficulty in generating weights. Section 5 investigates the impact of the language used in the rules on the weights and finds ambiguous language impacts weight values. Section 6 summarizes some of the factors that relate to the impact of the domain, and finds that complex business problems may not be well-represented using the MYCIN shell. Section 7 proposes an alternative architecture and 98 summarizes and extends the paper.
Background
This section provides a brief discussion of representation of uncertainty, verification of knowledge-based systems and the case study.
Representation of Uncertainty in MYCIN
An important problem in artificial intelligence is the socalled issue of "uncertainty in AI." Accordingly, there have been a number of schemes proposed to capture uncertainty in artificial intelligence, including the Bayesian weight structure of MYCIN (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1985) , Prospector (e.g., Duda et al. 1979 and 1976) and Bayes' nets (e.g., Pearl 1989) . Generally weights or probabilities are associated with individual rules. Inferencing through the rule-base then leads to sets of weights that need to be combined to determine the weight or probability of evidence associated with a particular line of reasoning. Solutions are then ranked based on the cumulated measure of uncertainty. MYCIN CF's can be elicited along the scale of -1 to 1 (or -10 to 10, -100 to 100, etc.) by establishing probabilities or using weight estimates. Let P ( . ) represent probability. Let k represent "hypothesis" and e represent "evidence." Probabilistically, MYCIN CFs are defined by Buchanan and Shortliffe for rules of the sort "if e then h," (1985, p. 248) as follows:
MB[k, el = 1 if P(h) = 1, and
CFs are combined as MYCIN inferences through the rule base using the following cumulative combination function (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1985, p. 216) :
Verification
Although there has been substantial discussion of CFs in the literature, there has been limited investigation of the verification of certainty factors, the primary concern of this paper. Perhaps the lack of literature is due, at least in part, to the fact that some aspects of the verification task are very difficult. For example, the verification of weights generally is regarded as a "formidable task" (e.g., Baligh et al. 1994,p. 184) .A recent summary of the general literature on verification was provided in O' Keefe and O'Leary (1993) . A comprehensive summary of the tools to facilitate that analysis is summarized in Murrell and Plant (1996) . Unfortunately, there has been no systematic treatment for the verification of MYCIN weights for complex management systems, as is presented in this paper.
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Case Study System: Organizational Consultant "Organizational Consultant"-"OC" (Baligh et al. 1994 (Baligh et al. , 1996 ) is a knowledge-based system designed to aid in the design of organizations. The system . . . specifies appropriate organizational contingencies or structures and properties for given organizational situations. . . .
The facts it needs to know are those of size, ownership, managerial preferences, environment, strategy and technology. . . .
The system recommends a structure and properties such as 'a functional structure with high formalization and many rules.'
OC integrates knowledge from a number of heterogeneous sources in the literature. Different empirical and theoretic research studies become the basis of rules in OC. Each of these resulting rules might be referred to as an "atom" of knowledge, a single evidencehypothesis rule, "if A then B." OC assigns a MYCIN CF to each rule and then uses MYCIN combination to combine the heterogeneous studies, as the MYCIN inference engine tries to meet its specified goal. OC uses MYCIN weights through an M.l implementation (Teknowledge, 1986; see also M.4, Cimflex Teknowledge 1991) . All of those rules and their certainty factors available at the time of this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
Verification of OC has been investigated (e.g., Baligh et al. 1994) , using an approach similar to O'Leary (1987 O'Leary ( , 1988 . In particular, Baligh et al. (1994) were concerned with the factors such as content validity, construct validity, criterion validity, and other factors as discussed in O'Leary (1987) . In addition, Baligh et al. (1994) noted that six criterion generated in O'Leary (1988) also needed to be addressed:
1. Analyze the knowledge base for accuracy. 2. Analyze the knowledge for completeness. 3. Analyze the knowledge base weights. 4. Test the inference engine. 5. Analyze the condition-decision for decision quality.
6. Analyze the condition-decision matches to determine whether the right answer was received for the right reasons.
As noted by Baligh et al. (1994, p. 184) , "O1Leary's third criterion, analyzing the knowledge base weights is a formidable task." As a result, they choose to investigate using insitu test cases on students and executives, rather than directly analyzing the MYCIN CFs. Unfortunately, using such a black box approach may ignore MANAGEMENT 42, No. 12, December 1996 SCIENCE/VO~. important available evidence that can facilitate the verification process.
MYCIN Weights and Their "Meaning"
When we open up the black box and examine the weights, perhaps the first concerns are to try to generate meaning from the distribution of the weights and to determine if there are specific weights that deserve particular concern.
Distributions of Weights One way of setting expectations is to compare the data to another data set. Buchanan and Shortliffe (1986, p. 218) summarize the distribution of MYCIN weights (disclosed in Figure 10 -2, p. 218, Buchanan and Shortliffe (1985) .
data to be the same, but only that differences between the distributions can point to anomalies that deserve further analysis. For example, The distribution, for OC, based on the disclosed weights is unimodal and there are no negative weights. Two-thirds of the OC weights are at 0.20 and there are no strong associations, such as 0.80. Unimodality and the lack of strong associations indicate that the expertise captured in OC has a different "structure" than in medical expertise, since as noted above, medical expertise is characterized by both strong associations and weak associations. This leads to the question "Is the nature of expertise for medicine so different than complex management problems that the distribution of weights would be so different?" Unfortunately, there is insufficient information disclosed about OC to fully examine this question, but it does raise a question about difference in expertise captured in the OC and MYCIN svstems. Further, since two-thirds of the weights take a single value (0.20), it is important to ask the question, "what does it "mean" to have a weight of 0.20?"
Meaning of Individual Weights MYCIN attributes a "meaning" to different values of individual weights (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1986, p. 91) . The larger the weight, the greater the belief in the specific rule. If CF = 1.0 then the hypothesis is "known to be correct." If CF = -1.0 then that means that the hypothesis ". . . has been effectively disproven." "When CF = 0 then there is either no evidence regarding the hypothesis or the supporting evidence is equally balanced by evidence suggesting that the hypothesis is not true."
There are also other values that make a weight important or not important. For example, 0.2 is used as an important point in the interpretation of the CF's (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1986, pp. 94-97) . If the CF is less than or equal to 0.2 and greater than or equal to -0.2 then that region of the CF space is categorized as the "not known" region. That is, there is ". . . so little evidence supporting the hypothesis that there is virtually no reasonable hypothesis currently known." As a result, in general if we have a knowledge base of weights in the "not known" region there are some potential problems because it suggests that there is substantial ambiguity surrounding the knowledge.
Case Study. M.l and M.4 map the CF's into a range of -100 to 100, the approach used by Baligh et al. (1996) . In this paper, the original MYCIN mapping is used, so that, a 20 from the range of -100 to 100 becomes a 0.20 for the range of -1 to 1.
In OC Most Weights are at 20-The "Not Known" Region. Six of the weights are 20, one is 30, one is 40, one is 60 and one is not disclosed. Accordingly, twothirds of the disclosed weights in the OC system in Baligh et al. (1996) are found in that region of "unknown." In deterministic versions of MYCIN, rules with I CF I = <0.2, are treated as having the value "nil" and are disregarded (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1985, p. 97) . In a deterministic version of the system two-thirds of the weights would "go away." As a result, there is some concern where the weights on such a large percentage 
Developing Weights
There is substantial evidence that people are not good at generating "weights" for expert systems using ad hoc approaches like MYCIN. For example, an analysis of the Bayesian weights of "Prospector," in various knowledge-based systems, found numerous implementation errors (O'Leary 1990).As O' Leary (1990) and others have noted, at least a portion of the problem is definition of weights.
How Are CFs Operationally Defined? Napolean (1990, p. 20) notes that there is no "operational definition of a certainty factor, that is, the definition of a certainty factor does not prescribe a method for determining a certainty factor." As a result, there is no way to know whether different experts mean different things when assigning certainty factors, a particularly difficult problem when those CF's are generated entirely or in part by different knowledge sources, e.g., such as individual empirical research studies. In contrast, probability theory includes an operational definition. Further, as noted by Heckerman (1986) ,a common misconception is that certainty factors represent measures of absolute belief. Instead, the weights are meant to represent clzanges in belief.
Case Study. There is evidence that Baligh et al. (1994) view the weights as absolute measures of belief. In particular, Baligh et al. (1994, p. 184) note that "the issue is to assign certainty factors to each of these rules to reflect their relative strengths, or importance to the goals of the organization, both separately and collectively."
Developed Symmetry in the Weights and RulesWhat Does It Mean?
Because of these problems of not being able to develop weights appropriately or not knowing what they mean, "anomalous" weights could be developed. For example, pairs of rules and weights can be written to exhibit "symmetry." The existence of symmetry allows analysis of the relationship between the two (or more) rules' CF equations. That relationship can be used to determine whether the symmetry has resulted in "sensible" statements about the CFs. One type of symmetry occurs when the certainty factors are the same for two different mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses that derive from the same evidence. In particular, we have the follow7ing theorem. THEOREM 1. Asstune there are two rules "if e then h" and "if e then -/I" with equal certainty factors. Tlzen P ( k )
,that is the lzypothesis is independent of the evidence.
PROOF.If the weights on the two rules are equal then that implies
Further, P ( h ) = 1 -P(-h). Substituting and multiplying, yields

P(lz)*((P(lzl e ) -P ( h ) )
= ( 1 -P(h))*P(-hie) + P ( k ) -1 ) .
Combining terms yields
P(iz)*P(h1 e ) -P(lz)*P(h)
= P ( -h i e ) + P ( h ) -1 -P(h)*P(-h / e ) -P ( h ) * P ( h )+ P ( h ) , which yields P(h)*P(k / e ) + P(lz)*P(-h 1 e ) -P(-lz 1 e ) = 2 P ( k ) -1.
Thus,
P(h)*(P(h/ e ) + P(-h le))
Since the sum of all conditional probabilities dependent on the same variable add to one,
Eliminating common terms and changing sides,
Intuitively, since the CFs are the same for each of these rules, no information is gained through their usage. Accordingly, the hypothesis is independent of the evidence: the rules are "wasted." In fact, they are misleading and may signal erroneous use of evidence. Further, these are "cumulative CF bloating" rules. They
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raise CFs associated with h and -h, but provide no discrimination between the two. This theorem can be extended to additional similar symmetry cases for CFs. In addition, the theorem can also be extended to cases where there are other constructs based on conditional probabilities, on the rules.
A closely related situation is that of redundancy. In this case, rules of the type "if e then h (at value v) CF k" and "if e then -h (at value -v) CF k" are redundant. There are a number of reasons for removing redundant rules as noted in O' Keefe and O'Leary (1993) . For example, keeping consistency between different redundant rules is difficult. Maintenance could change one and not the other.
Case Study. Apparently, at least one type of redundancy is found in OC. In the OC rules in Table 1 , we see the following type of symmetry.
3. If the strategy is prospector then the centralization is low (CF 20).
9. If the strategy is prospector then the decentralization is high (CF 20). The rules are redundant. Two rules capture the same knowledge.
Language in Rules
Another concern with weights derives from the language of the rules. In some situations, that language can be ambiguous. Accordingly, different users of the system may respond to the same rule request for evidence with different evaluations (e or -e), ultimately providing the same system different input for the exact same situations. If the language results in ambiguity as to whether evidence is true or not, that places another level of uncertainty in the model that might be reflected in the weights.
What Do the Rules Mean?
Consider the rule "If e then h." Suppose that there is ambiguity about whether an input is "e" or "-e" because of the language. For example, some rules use of terms such as "low" and "high," "increasing" or "decreasing." In order to assess the impact of such ambiguous terms, the author performed a study where 76 consultants from the Los Angeles office of one of the largest consulting firms, were asked to provide an assessment as to the extent to which a sequence of rules were true. That empirical research indicates that such terms are subject to substantial variation in interpretation. As part of the study, the consultants were asked to assess the following case, based on an expert system rule: The results found the following distribution of assessments:
Assessment Value 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Number of Evaluations 7 20 17 15 10 4 3 Accordingly, there can be substantial semantic ambiguity associated with certain language, referred to here as semantic ambiguity. That semantic ambiguity creates an additional level of uncertainty that is not accounted for in the certainty factors.
Case Study. There is some concern as to the clarity of some of the rules in OC. For example, rule #1 uses the term "large," which as noted above can contain substantial semantic ambiguity. In addition, other rules also contain semantic ambiguity, e.g., rule #7,
"If the strategy is prospector and the teclznology is routine then this may cause problems."
What does it mean to "cause problems?" Are the terms "technology" and "routine" subject to interpretation? There are other examples of language ambiguity scattered throughout the other rules.
Rule Language Ambiguity and Weights
Given that there is some difficulty in estimating the MY-CIN weights, an important issue is the impact of 'that language ambiguity on these weights. This section extends previous research on Bayesian weights (O'Leary 1995) to the study of the impact of ambiguity in the language of the rules on MYCIN weights.
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Language ambiguity is introduced into the MYCIN models of MB(h, e) and MD(lz, el. The rules in a system relate evidence (e)to hypothesis (11). However, a user of the system actually would see data ( d )that they would then categorize as evidence (e or -e). Once categorized, the system would use the rules to inference through the knowledge base.
The approach is to use Bayes' Theorem on the only probability that is influenced by the language of the evidence e, p(11 I e),in order to develop p(lz I dl. This is done by focusing on the data that the user sees, rather than just conceptual evidence e, developing the measures
M B ( h , d ) and M D ( h , d ) .
In order to study the behavior of M B and M D in concert with semantic ambiguity, the original versions without the max and min operators are used, so that
MBtlz, el = [P(h1 e) -P ( l~) l / [ l -P(h)l and THEOREM 2. ( A ) P(h 1 d ) = [ P ( h1 e)*P(e)*P(d le and h ) + P(h I -e)*P(e')*P(d I -e and h ) l / P ( d ) . (B) P ( h l d ) = P(eld)*P(hle and d ) + P(-eld)* P(h 1 -e and d ) .
Forinulation ( A )has the advantage of incorporating P(h 1 el, the original form, allowing direct comparison with P(h I d ) in order to assess the impact of accounting for semantic ambiguity. As a result, the primary focus in this paper is on ( A ) .Formulation (B) has the advantage of requiring fewer probabilities and thus, may be easier to use in a real world situation.
The factors P(d 1 e and h ) and P(d 1 -e and h ) contain
the information that relates to the ambiguity in the relationship between the evidence and the data. In this paper, it is assumed that the data does not depend on the hypothesis h . In this case those factors reduce to
P(d I e) and P(d I -e). This allows us to rewrite P ( h I d ) in formulation ( A )as
This paper examines one particular case of P(d / . sumptions. Some sample values illustrating the impact of semantic ambiguity on the weights are summarized in Table 3 . Based on this example, it is apparent that accounting for semantic ambiguity results in weights that are different than weights without accounting for semantic ambiguity.
When is the model that includes semantic ambiguity the same as the model that does not include the semantic ambiguity? Theorem 3 provides a set of conditions. The theorem indicates that when there is no semantic ambiguity the weights under the semantic ambiguity formulation are the same as the definition of CFs.
THEOREM OF MB(h, e ) AND MB(lz, d ) ) . 3 (EQUIVALENCE
If P(e) = P ( d ) , P(d I e) = 1 and P(d I e ' ) = 0, then P(h I e) = P ( h / d ) .
These last three sections have focused on limitations of the weights, the difficulty of developing weights and the impact of language on weights. However, the domain also influences the suitability of MYCIN for use in the modeling of complex business problems.
The Impact of the Domain
MYCIN was developed to model medical decision making. The domain influenced the method of combining Table 3 Example Impact of Introducing Semantic Ambiguity into MYCIN Weights Semantic P(he) = 0.7 P(h1e) = 0.9 Ambiguity ME = 0.5 ME = 0. the weights on the rules in the inference process, the use of diagnostic as opposed to causal reasoning, the use of the acyclic "evidence-hypothesis" rule structure and the use of a single criterion for optimization (i.e., the CFs were used to rank the outcomes).
Combining Weights
As noted in Buchanan and Shortliffe (1985, p. 211) when discussing the development of the certainty factors, "Thus, we sought to show that the CF model allowed MYCIN to reach good decisions comparable to those of experts and intelligible both to experts and to the intended user community of practicing physicians." Further, Buchanan and Shortliffe (1985, p. 234) note that the CF model was ". . . conceived with medical decision making in mind. . . ."
Although Buchanan and Shortliffe (1985) also note that it is potentially applicable to other problem domains, there is concern about its "generalizability" to other settings for a number of reasons. First, unfortunately, one of the major limitations of MYCIN, as noted by Buchanan and Shortliffe (1985, p. 213 ) is the rapidity with which the cumulative CF will converge to 1, "no matter how small the CFs of the individual rules are." Accordingly, as Buchanan and Shortliffe (1985, pp. 213-214) The rapidity with which rules for which there is little confidence can be combined to form "substantial" confidence is illustrated in Table 4 . For example, the combination of four rules with CF's of 0.2 ("not knownnil") yields about 0.6, a CF with "substantial" confidence.
Second, MYCIN combination properties were found to be stable. It was found that for those CF's > 0.2 (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1985, pp. 224-225) , the system was very stable. Ultimately, this was attributed to the domain
The observed stnbilit!/ of therapy despite changing organism lists probably results because a single drug zuill cover many organisms, a property of the domain. (Buchanan and Shortliffe 1985, p. 219) Case Study. Unfortunately, few of the weights in OC were greater than 0.2. As a result, the Buchanan and Shortliffe results on stability are not necessarily appropriate in the context of OC. Baligh et al. (1996) recognize that the various heterogeneous knowledge sources combined in the system cannot be combined using meta knowledge, so after assembling a set of atomistic rules, Baligh et al. (1996) use MYCIN's combination approach to generate rules that consider a broader base of factors. Accordingly, Baligh et al. (1996) seem to indicate that it is in this way that MYCIN can combine CFs to provide increased evidence of an hypothesis. However, Baligh et al. (1996) provide no apparent analysis or theory as to why MYCIN would be appropriate, as an ad hoc approach, for organization design. Domain makes a difference, since with just a few rules, the CFs converge to 1or at least very large values. Although, as Buchanan and Shortliffe (1985) noted, the rapid convergence resulting from combining evidence did not seem to make a difference in the medical domain, it is unclear, if the ability to chain together a few rules and rapidly make the CFs approach 1, is appropriate for organizational design.
Further, as noted by Baligh et al. (1996) , a critical question is "Given that both the original rules make sense considered separately, do the combined results also make sense?" Does it make sense to use a system designed for combining ad hoc measures of uncertainty in medical decision making to combine rules for purposes of organizational design? In particular, should we use a medical decision making system that allows combination of a number of factors that are "not MANAGEMENT 42, No. 12, December 1996 SCIENCE/VO~.
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known-nil" to generate diagnostic measures that are quite large, for organization design?
Diagnostic Versus Causal Reasoning
There is evidence that medicine places substantial weight on the diagnosis form of reasoning (e.g., Buchanan and Shortliffe 1985) . As a result, it is not surprising that MYCIN reasons from evidence (e) to hypothesis (k) using "diagnostic" reasoning (also called "evidential reasoning"). This is in contrast to "causal reasoning," modeled using cause and effect relationships.
There has been some empirical research investigating usage of diagnostic and causal reasoning. Tversky and Kahneman (1980) investigated judgments of conditional probabilities of the type P(X I Dl. They defined X to be some target event and D to be data or evidence. If D is perceived as the cause of the occurrence or non occurrence of X then D was referred to as "casual datum." If Xis treated as a possible cause of D then D was referred to as "diagnostic datum." Tversky and Kahneman (1980, p. 50) found that ". . . people assign greater impact to causal than to diagnostic data of equal informativeness." This study led Pearl (1988, p. 151) to suggest that people prefer to encode experimental knowledge in a cause and effect schema.
Case Study. Since OC was developed using MYCIN, OC uses evidential reasoning. If it is true that people prefer to reason using causal reasoning then the evidential-based diagnostic reasoning, used in MYCIN, may not be appropriate or optimal for complex management problems, instead, a causal reasoning approach should be used.
Abductive Reasoning
Human reasoning typically employs what is referred to as "abductive reasoning." If the rule "if e then k," is true, then that makes the value "e" more credible (e.g., Pearl 1989, p. 7). Going from "e" to "k" is diagnostic, while going from "k" to "e" is predictive.
As noted by Pear1 (1989, pp. 501-502) , "The MYCIN system . . . admits only evidential rules (always pointing from evidence to hypothesis); it can perform simple diagnoses but cannot combine diagnoses with prediction. . . ." Rule-based systems like MYCIN do not allow "cycles" in their reasoning (e ->h ->el; they assume that the underlying set of rules is acyclic, since other-MANAGEMENT 42, No. 12, December 1996 SCIENCE/VO~. wise their inference engines will just cycle continuously through the knowledge. As a result, such systems cannot perform abductive reasoning. Accordingly, there is only diagnostic reasoning, and no predictive inferences can be made about the evidence. As a result, rule-based systems are limited in their ability to model human decision making and limited in the complexity of the decisions that they can be used to model. Case Study. Since OC uses MYCIN it cannot use abductive reasoning. Complex management problems, such as organization design, rarely only are concerned with diagnosis, but are often concerned with prediction. Accordingly, systems designed to help solve these complex problems are likely to require abductive reasoning. As a result, rule-based systems, such as MYCIN may not be appropriate for modeling systems for support of complex management problems.
Using CFs Means Optimization of a Single Criterion
A system like MYCIN ultimately provides a ranking (by cumulative CFs) of lines of reasoning. As a result, systems such as MYCIN permit the capture of uncertainty, extending problem solving capabilities beyond those of deterministic rule-based systems. However, using certainty factors focuses on optimization of a single criterion, the largest certainty factor. Inevitably, single criterion optimization, ignores a number of important issues, such as cost and benefit, that are critical components of virtually all decision analysis (e.g., O'Leary 1986). Although ranking according to cumulative certainty factor may be appropriate in the design of medical systems, an important aspect of analyzing complex management problems is the ability to investigate multiple criterion, analyze tradeoffs and the ability to put analyses into dollar terms in the context of the model.
Case Study. The role of the OC seems to be limited to ranking organizational design factors based on cumulative certainty factors. Unfortunately, systems for organizational design need to take into account cost benefit tradeoffs and a variety of other criteria that are actually used in organizational design. For example, an organization may choose a particular organization form, because they are willing to incur the cost associated with that form in terms of communications costs, because of benefits such O'LEARY VcriJicatiotlof Uncertnitl Knozuledge-bnsed S!ystenzs as flexibility. Unfortunately, a rule-based approach, like that generated using a tool like MYCLN, does not permit analysis of such trade-offs or ranking using any approach other than cumulative certainty factors. A multiple criterion approach would more likely meet the needs of users of a system such as OC.
An Alternative Architecture to Rule-based Expert Systems
Most of this paper has discussed verifying uncertain knowledge bases, focusing on, e.g., limitations of using MYCIN's ad hoc CFs. Just as important to finding limitations is the process of proposing an alternative. Heckerman (1986) was among the first to question the use of ad hoc models of uncertainty in artificial intelligence. In particular, Heckerman (1986) finds that MY-CIN has a number of assumptions that are rarely true in practical situations. Accordingly, there is interest in alternative approaches that are not so limited. One important set of possible models is formal probability theory. As noted by Shortliffe (1991, p. xv) , in the 1970s researchers identified a number of problems with using formal probability methods, and accordingly abandoned probability theory. However, he also notes that
Bayesian Models Are Available
In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in the use of more formal probabilistic models to handle uncertainty in large artificialintelligence (AI)systems. Investigators have concentrated on knowledge acquisition and on Bayesian inference using the belief network (also called knowledge map), which is a graphical representation of uncertain knowledge based on probability theory. Shortliffe (1991) goes on to argue that with the development of "Pathfinder," Heckerman (1991) has ". . . demonstrated that, using a probabilistic framework to elicit and encode the knowledge of domain experts, he could construct a useful system." One of the developers of MYCIN recognizes that formal probability theory can now be used instead of the ad hoc MYCIN approach.
Bayes' net models, such as the one in Heckerman (1992), provide an alternative architecture that mitigates many of the limitations discussed above. Although a detailed discussion of Bayes' nets generally is beyond the scope of this paper, I will briefly summarize some of the advantages and costs, as compared to classic expert systems.
Rather than a classic rule-based system, the Bayes' net approach would be used. Recently, tools that use Bayes' nets have become widely available and very easy to use. Given the right software (e.g., HUGIN,' see Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter 1988) ,Bayes' nets are much easier to draw than it is to generate rules. Graphical structures that represent rules can be generated literally using a "point and click," as compared to rules that must be phrased and typed and debugged for syntactic and semantic content (see below for an example).
Rather than ambiguous certainty factors, conditional probabilities would be gathered. As seen above, certainty factors are not well-defined and are difficult to generate. Although probabilities have easy-to-use tests of correctness (e.g.,they sum to one), with CFs there are no such constraints. As a result, (a) developers are less likely to come up with many "nil" relationships, since probabilities sum to one and (b) developers are less likely to establish "unusual" symmetries or redundancies, as has been done with CFs, because there is less confusion over what probabilities are or represent.
Bayes' nets can explicitly represent semantic ambiguity in the network.
Bayes' nets use Bayesian combination (rather than an ad hoc approach) and are more "completely" specified probabilistically than a rule-based system that uses certainty factors. For example, given six rules of the type 
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Veri'fication of Uncertain Knowledge-based Systems variable. However, an equivalent Bayes net would require twelve conditional probabilities, of which the set of eight going in to C1 and C2 would be conditioned on both the As and Bs, as seen in Figure 1 . Apparently, the probabilistic structure of expert systems is underspecified, when compared to Bayesl nets. Accordingly, the benefits of using Bayes' nets, include correct speclfication of the probabilities, according to Bayesian proba-.bility.
An extension of Bayes' nets, ref@rred to as influence diagrams (e.g., Pearl 1989) . allows maximization of other criteria, e.g., dollars. Thus, models can be developed that provide the important ability to compare alternatives using a well-defined measure that facilitates trade-offs.
Summary and Extensions
This paper results in a number of findings about verification of uncertain knowledge-based systems with particular emphasis on MYCIN-like systems in general.
MYCIN weights in any given system can be analyzed independently for their '"meaning," e.g., "not known" or "certain." "Not known" weights are a potential problem. Such weights are given a value of "nil" in deterministic versions of the system and a large number O'LEARY Vcrificntion of Uncertain Knowledge-based Systems of "not known" weights suggests that the rules are not contributing knowledge to the problem solution.
It may be that the distributions of weights indicate something about expertise that can be used to understand whether that expertise has be captured correctly. The weights in MYCIN were bimodal, with both strong and weak associations.
There is increasing evidence that people are not "good" at developing CFs. Ultimately, people seem to build in symmetries and redundancies that may appear reasonable, but that signal "usual" assumptions about the weights and their underlying probabilities. Rule pairs of the type "if e then h" CF = k and "if e then -h" CF = k, "bloat" cumulative CFs. Rule pairs of the type "if e then h (at value v) CF k" and "if e then -h (at value -v) CF k" are redundant.
MYCIN was developed for an application in the medical domain and is domain-specific to a certain extent.
(a) The resulting CF structure defined by MYCIN for merging evidence leads to cumulative CFfsthat rapidly approach 1. Even if the CFs are all 0.2 ("unknown"), merging four rules generates a CF of almost 0.60 using MYCIN. It is not clear that such an approach is appropriate for organizational design.
(b) MYCIN focuses on evidential reasoning at the exclusion of causal reasoning, which seems to be preferred by decision makers. In addition, MYCIN does not permit abductive reasoning, i.e., using the truth of the rule "if e then h" to infer with increased confidence that "e" is more credible.
(c) MYCIN generates a single criteria ranking, by cumulative certainty factors, which ignores basic business concerns such as cost-benefit tradeoffs.
Further, MYCIN has been shown to be suboptimal (since it does not employ Bayesian inference), and Bayes' nets can be used in their place.
The paper can be extended in a number of directions. First, given a larger set of weights and rules we could make some statements about outliers and distributions of weights (e.g., O'Leary and Kandelin 1988) . Second, further research is needed to understand the nature of expertise captured in distributions of certainty factors or other such measures, and what those distributions say about the quality of the representation of that expertise. Third, this analysis has ignored the heterogeneous nature of the knowledge used to generate the knowledge base. Verification of such knowledge bases has received only limited attention to date (e.g., Brown et al. 1995) . However, such an investigation is beyond the scope of this particular paper. Fourth, this paper provided a limited analysis of the impact of semantic ambiguity on MYCIN weights, focusing on a symmetric model. That analysis could be extended to other models, such as the asymmetric case.3 "he author would like to thank the referees for their comments on an earlier version of this paper. This paper should not be read as a criticism of "Organizational Consultant." It was chosen as a case study since it is a system designed to support management, derived from heterogeneous knowledge sources and employing uncertainty reasoning, through the use of certainty factors. In certain ways the system is bold and innovative.
